ABSTRACT. It is shown that the above sequences always determine linear transformations and if the sequences are bounded under the least cross norm, that the transformations are continuous. Such operators are characterized to within algebraic isomorphism with the weak-star sequential closure of the tensor product space in its second dual, and consequently certain classes of weakly sequentially complete projective tensor products are exhibited.
product E (R)xF. Then G (R) [3] ). The proof keys on [6] and [9] and we cite [6] [9] . Let z (E,F,G,H) and choose {z i} e z so that sup %(z i) < + =. By Lemma A, {z i} is weakly Cauchy in E O% F. Define i V: m%(E,F,G,H) / K(E 0% F) by V(z) llm J(zi) where the limit is in the weak-star topology of (E 8% F)**. By Lemma 4, V is well-defined, and clearly it is linear and inJective. Moreover, V is surjective. For if z**E K(E 8 F) then z** is the weak-star limit of a weakly Cauchy, hence norm bounded, sequence {z i} in E 8 F. Thus, for some z, {z i} e z e (E,F,G,), and V(z) z**.
-I To establish the second claim, consider that V is an algebraic isomorphism of K(E @ F) onto mk (E ,F ,G ,H) and by Theorem 3 U is inJective from m%(E,F,G,H) into L(G,(F)). We take T UV-I. Thus, T is the required -I isomorphism, and we claim that T when restricted to J(E @% F) is J (considering E @% F algebraically embedded in L(G,(F))). Let t J(E @ F). Now
Recalling that the action of U(z) on g G is independent of the choice of sequence {z i} z, we choose {J (t),J (t), --.}z. 
